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Proposal: Rise 

A drama presented as three hour long specials to be aired on BBC One at 9.00pm on a 
Saturday and it is targeted at an audience aged 16-35. 

When the sun rises, the world burns. In the near future there is a solar explosion which 
heated up the earth and killed everyone who was outside. Scientists warned people only 12 
hours before it happened; telling them to get underground, then communication was 
knocked out. But not many people listened. The solar activity drove some survivors mad and 
burnt them horrifically, these are The Marauders. The world is too hot to venture in during 
the day now so during the night time, everything and everyone comes out. Survivors have 
started migrating to the colder parts of the country, most heading through Canada’s Barren 
Grounds to Greenland. 

Rise focuses on Leroy and his drive to prove that he is capable of safeguarding what he 
loves. Leroy is ex-police, resigning after he failed to save his wife in a shooting he got called 
to five years ago. He is the reluctant leader of a group of survivors; Calum (his 14 year old 
son), Jane and Sarah. He is elected “leader” being the only one with any sort of training. 
After a while he becomes determined to do this because Calum is with him and he wants not 
only to keep him safe, but to prove to Calum that he is capable.  

The story opens with the group breaking into a shack in the middle of a charred field. The 
group are stopping off for the day. David, Sarah’s husband, elects to check the perimeter is 
safe. Leroy tries his police radio, there is too much static. David is out checking, a scarred 
Marauder grabs David silently and throws him in a pit that is covered in aluminium sheets, 
then runs off. When he doesn’t return the others search for him. They hear him shouting, not 
far away from the shack. They find him and have no way of getting him out. An alarm on 
Leroy’s watch signals they need to get back inside, before the sun comes up. Sarah won’t 
leave but David tells Leroy to take care of her, Leroy agrees and grabs Sarah and tells the 
others to run. The sun starts to rise on the horizon. The group manage to get through the 
door and Sarah screams and tries to get back out but Leroy restrains her. The sun rises fast 
and we hear David scream in pain in the distance. Leroy tries to calm Sarah, she sits 
sobbing in the corner. Leroy struggles with the fact he failed to save someone else. Jane 
tries to comfort him, being flirtatious. Leroy is only half listening; he then notices Calum is 
missing. Leroy goes to find Calum and finds him creeping slowly up the stairs from the 
basement. Leroy tells him he can’t keep wandering off, Calum just wanted to see how hot it 
actually was. The following night the group break camp, Sarah wants to see David, Leroy 
tells her it’s best to remember him how he was. The group are walking along a highway, in 
the distance they hear shouts, rounding a bend they see three Marauders pulling dead 
people out of cars. They are eating the bodies. Leroy pulls out his pistol, the group stays 
behind Leroy. Silently they try to creep past, but Jane trips stumbling into a fence. The 
Marauders hear and run at Leroy, he manages to gun them down, gore going everywhere. 
When they stop off again in a “camp” of other survivors inside a mall, she says she wants to 
stay there and deal with it on her own. A hooded figure observes the group, his face is 
covered. Leroy says he won’t stop her but he doesn’t recommend it. That day whilst the 
group sleep, Calum wanders off to look at toys. A Marauder captures him. Leroy wakes, 
looking around he can’t see Calum. Whilst he searches frantically he comes across a 
woman who said she heard screams from towards the back of the building. Leroy hears a 
scream. It’s Calum. He rushes in, gun in hand. He encounters a Marauder who puts a gun to 
Calum’s head. It wants to trade Calum for Sarah. Leroy uses police tactics to manoeuvre 
around the Marauder and eventually manages to shoot but a ricochet hits Calum in the 
shoulder. Jane and Leroy tend to Calum, he will be okay. Jane tries to kiss Leroy, he 
accepts and Calum sees after waking briefly. Calum rolls over, a tear rolling down his cheek. 

In the next episode, Leroy has to cope with the feelings of Jane, Sarah’s distress over 
David’s death grows worse and Calum’s wound becomes infected. They make it to the 
Barren Grounds but it looks near impassable. 


